User report
Mobile jobs at Düsseldorf Aviation-Service (DAS)

Mobile trolley 1100 on duty at airport Düsseldorf
as mobile lost&found desk
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Düsseldorf Aviation-Service (DAS)
Solcon Trolley 1100 at the Düsseldorf International Airport
as mobile Lost & Found Desk in Action

Satisfied customers through
enhanced service
This is a familiar situation. You
are expectingly standing at the
conveyor belt only to find one
suitcase looking similar to each
other. Only when you look more
closely after picking up wrong
pieces in vain, you notice other
names on
the tags. As baggage numbers
drops, passenger numbers waiting at the belt become fewer
when finally one finds oneself in
front of the baggage belt which
is now empty and gradually
stopping. It comes to show your
suitcase is missing mistakinlgy
taken away by somebody else.
Now the suitcase is supposed to
be reported missing, but who is
to be addressed? According to
airport size the search for a person in charge can become an ordeal. Especially after a long-di-

stance flight you find the level
of acceptance for unwanted
incidents at a low level. If then
the baggage does not show and
no remedy coming up,the mood
is decreasing pretty fast next
to zero. The feeling of recreation of one´s previous holiday or
even anticipation of one´s upcoming holiday will be impaired
by the annoying loss. Imagine,
on the other side, you find attentive service-staff immidiate
on the spot like at Düsseldor f
airport,who is able to take charge of your claim, one´s tension
can be limited. The search for
the missing suitcase is ready to
start immediately, before your
baggage might be carried onto
a connecting flight.

mobile trolley 1100 for the benefit of customer service.
Enhancing operations, saving
time and ways
The DAS meet airline customers
literally with the mobile trolley,
when placing service staff well
visibly in the immidiate vicinity
of an operating conveyor belt.
A lost baggage claim can now
be admitted and worked at. “
Not only our operations will be
enhanced, but airline customer
satisfaction as well. Both sides
will be able to save time and
ways, which is contributing to
a faster way of setteling a lost
baggage claim. ,” according to
DAS Station Manager Christoph
Schürgers.

The Düsseldor f Aviation Service
at airport Düsseldor f International have created a scene like
the one above which shows a
conciliatory result starring the

Richard Lange, engineer of distribution

“All imaginable equipment is feasible ranging from clothes-pegs
via beverage holder to waste paper basket. We like to provide the user with a workplace which can cater to the needs of
the user and at which he feels at home as in his own office.”
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Christoph Schürgers, DAS Station Manager

„ The mobile trolley helps to enhance our ways of operation and also helps to enhance the level of satisfaction of airline passengers. Both sides are albe to save bothe time and
ways , which results in a faster clearing of a baggage claim.”

Sturdy, ergonomical and
individual
The mobile trolley 1100 which
comes into operation is a sturdy PC trolley, created by Solcon
Systemtechnik for the use in
industrial environment. Hence
the trolley is extremely loadable
and ergonomical. It is suppliable in many types.
Solcon is able to adjust one or
the other detail of the mobile unit to customer´s wishes if
needed, to customer´s special
demands.

The Trolley 1100
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Düsseldorf Aviation Service (DAS)
The DAS is one out of eight local stations of GAS German Aviation Service, which offers a broad variety of service for commercial and private aviation in Germany. GAS show support of its customers
with all kind of inquiries about flights from and to Germany, like for instance Landing Permits as well
as Handling Arrangements.
The Düsseldorf Aviation Service is contact person when it comes to passanger transport and air traffic. As Handling Agent the DAS is at their customer´s disposal and as well customer´s passengers for
all kind of service regarding flights at Düsseldorf Airport International.
Further information online:

www.germanaviation.com

Trolley 1100
Intended purpose
• Storage of laptop, printer and printer equipment
• Application as mobile lost&found airport desk
• Enhancement of customer service

Features
• Verified according to DIN VDE 0701-0702
• Application in rough environment
• Suitable for 24h uninterrupted duty
• Comprehensive attachments
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